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In a nutshell 

Global financial markets signal a positive outlook for 2021. Yet 
investors should not be complacent as the interest rate sensitivity, 
or duration risk, embedded in fixed income and equities is the 
highest in about two decades. This leaves assets vulnerable to 
interest rate shocks and insurance asset portfolios at risk of higher 
volatility. Improving underwriting margins should remain in focus.

 

The new year is off to a difficult start with extended lockdowns in many 
countries. Despite this, global investors share an optimistic outlook for 
financial markets in 2021 (see Figure 1). The expectation follows a clear 
narrative: as vaccines roll out, COVID-19-driven economic lockdowns and 
mobility restrictions will be lifted, leading to an economic rebound that 
increases corporate earnings, while interest rates remain very low for the 
foreseeable future. Indeed, a fund manager survey found 87% of respondents 
expect global corporate profits to rise in 2021 – the highest share since 
2002.1 Fund positioning already reflects this: 53% of US fund managers are 
overweight equities and 59% underweight bonds. Yet major asset classes 
have become very sensitive to sudden jumps in interest rates, leaving insurers' 
asset portfolios vulnerable to interest rate shocks. Strengthening underwriting 
margins may help insurers to reach their longer-term return on equity targets. 

Bullish investor appetite may imply complacency about the extent of duration 
risk, or interest rate sensitivity, across assets. Duration has reached a 20-year 
high in several asset classes, the result of the persistent low-yield environment 
(see Figure 2).2 US Treasury and investment grade bonds have respective 
durations of about 7.2 and 8.8 years, the highest in decades. For investment 
grade credit in particular, duration risk may be the new credit risk. Central 
banks' continued asset purchases are providing a backstop for market prices, 
making interest rate sensitivity the key risk to investors. Meanwhile, US 
equities have also become more sensitive to changes in interest rates and 
have added about 10 years of duration since January 2020, also to reach the 
highest level since 2002.3 This increase is driven by a greater concentration 
of a few low-yielding growth stocks in the market index, and lower interest 
rates overall. 

Heightened duration may increase volatility in risk assets, since even small 
rises in government bond yields will have a larger negative impact on market 
prices than in previous years. We estimate that an immediate 1 percentage 
point increase across the US sovereign yield curve would lead to at least  
USD 650 billion of mark-to-market losses in US Treasury bonds alone. This 

         
1 "The Other Side of the Coin: Global Fund Manager Survey", Bank of America Merrill Lynch, January 2021. 
2 Bond duration measures the change in a bond's price given a change in the market interest rate. It is measured 
in years and represents the price change for a 1% change in yields. 
3 Equity duration differs from bond duration. It measures the discount factor, essentially the cost of equity (div. 
yield + long-term growth expectation, or equity risk premium + 10y yield). A simple proxy is 1/dividend yield.  

Key takeaways 
• Financial market participants have a 

bullish 2021 outlook, but crowded 
positioning can in itself be a tail risk. 

• The interest rate sensitivity, or 
duration risk, in major asset classes 
is at its highest in about 20 years, 
making them vulnerable to higher 
yields.  

• Interest rate risk could be a more 
severe threat than default risk for 
credit investors in 2021. 

• We estimate that a 1ppt rise in US 
yields would lead to mark-to-market 
losses of at least USD 650 billion on 
US Treasury bonds alone. 

• Insurers' asset portfolios are at risk 
of higher volatility. Continuing to 
strengthen underwriting margins is 
key.  
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Figure 1 (LHS)  
Bull/Bear "spread": the difference 
between the share of bullish 
respondents and bearish 
respondents from the AAII Investor 
Sentiment Survey 
 
Figure 2 (RHS) 
Modified duration of US equities (in 
years), US investment grade credit 
bonds and US Treasuries (in years) 

matters for the insurance industry, as life insurers in advanced markets 
typically hold more than 65% of their assets in fixed income securities.4  

High exposure to crowded trades can in itself be a tail risk as large liquidations 
of positions can create self-reinforcing downward price pressures.5 Higher 
government bond yields are an obvious threat to the positive financial market 
outlook given the duration now embedded in asset classes. A wide range of 
events has the potential to push up yields, including notably higher inflation, a 
new round of large fiscal stimulus packages, or a premature central bank 
liquidity withdrawal (e.g. a potential Fed "taper tantrum" later this year). 
Sizeable growth shocks, for example from disrupted distribution or slow take-
up of COVID-19 vaccines, or from governments' inability to control the spread 
of virus mutations, could move the market narrative quickly.  

 
Source: AAII Investor Sentiment Survey, Barclays, Goldman Sachs, Swiss Re Institute 

 

For insurers, the outlook for the insurance market is broadly positive and we 
expect a V-shaped recovery in global insurance premiums. However, asset 
allocation and portfolio construction have become even more challenging in 
light of very low interest rates, higher interest rate sensitivity of assets and 
elevated risk appetite. We expect this to further strengthen the case for 
underwriting discipline and insurers' focus on underwriting results. Indeed, we  
estimate that non-life insurers in the G7 markets would need to improve their 
underwriting margin by seven to 12 percentage points to meet their long-run 
return on equity expectations.6 

         
4 OECD global insurance market report 2019. Fixed income allocation as % of total asset allocation for life 
insurers is as follows: Italy (84%), US (72%), Japan (70%), France (69%), UK (65%), Switzerland (53%).   
5 R. Greenwood, D. Thesmar., Stock Price Fragility, Harvard Business School, 2011.  
6 See sigma 7/2020: Rebuilding better: global economic and insurance market outlook 2021/22, Swiss Re. 
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